EUMeTrain

EUMeTrain is the biggest training project of EUMETSAT. Starting in 2005 it has been dedicated to the development of training resources on satellite meteorology. The principle goal of EUMeTrain is to provide users of EUMETSAT satellite data and products with training resources that will assist them to make more effective use of this satellite data, either as stand-alone material or in combination with other meteorological data sources. The project team of EUMeTrain consists of the national meteorological services of Austria (ZAMG), Croatia (DHMZ), Finland (FMI), Germany (DWD) and Portugal (IM).

The EUMeTrain training resources comprises of training modules, case studies and recorded lectures. Many of these resources come with interactive exercises designed for self-testing. The resources are freely available and a student can access them wherever and whenever he/she has the time. A more interactive approach with the trainee is achieved by the weather briefings, that are organized every month (Satrep Online), the event weeks and the blended satellite courses.

During the presentation more on EUMeTrain will be explained and a range of examples on these resources and the outlook of the project.
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